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Abstract—Cross-linguistic influences have been well documented in English as a second language (L2) acquisition. First language (L1) influences on the acquisition of L2 English verbal phrases are worth more investigation, considering the difficulty of mastering English post-verbal prepositions, adverbs, and particles for Chinese native speakers. This study examines how typological characteristics of L1 shape the way Chinese learners encode motion events and formulate multiword motion verbal phrases in L2 English. Forty-eight college Chinese and native English speakers’ elicited writing data were collected and analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively. Results showed that native speakers of Chinese less frequently used post-verbal satellites to encode Path of motion in L2 writing than native English speakers. In addition, three pivotal features in Chinese learners’ motion verbal phrase structures emerged for the discussion of instructional implications: underuse, misuse, and confusion. Pedagogical implications were also provided.
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I. INTRODUCTION

English as a second language (L2) learning involves many factors, such as age of learning, exposure to the English language and speaking environments, and learners’ first language (L1). Of significance are L1 influences on learners’ L2 English acquisition because discernible differences from native speakers exist in grammar knowledge and sentence processing [1]. It is important to investigate L1 influences on adult English as a Second Language (ESL) learners’ grammatical performance and patterns, as distinct linguistic relatedness and/or differences between L1 and L2 play a significant role in L2 learning, which in turn, facilitate or impede learners’ native-like English mastery and academic success in English [2]. The purpose of this study is to empirically compare English verbal phrase formulation of motion events by Chinese speaking bilingual learners and native English speakers, in order to reveal the impact of L1 on Chinese learners’ L2 motion verbal phrase construction.

Talmy’s (1985, 1991, 2000) theory of language typology dichotomously classified languages into satellite-framed languages and verb-framed languages, in regard to phrasal-verbs describing the Manner and Path of a motion event [3]-[5]. Satellite-framed languages, such as English, German and Chinese (to be explained below), conflate semantic components of the action (Motion and Manner) in the main verb, and Path in a satellite to the main verb in the form of post-verbal prepositions, particles, or subordinate clauses. An example in English is, The rock slid/rolled/bounced [Motion and Manner] down [Path] the hill (p.62) [3]. Verb-framed languages, such as Spanish, Korean and Japanese, encode Motion and Path in the main verb without post-verbal satellites, with Manner expressed separately. For example in Spanish, La botella entro a la Cueva (floating) (The bottle moved-in to the cave [floating]; The bottle floated into the cave) (p.68) [3].

Chinese language, on the other hand, tend to encode Path either in satellites (the second element of a compound verb, or resultative complement) [3] or in another main verb (equipollent-framed) [6], [7], depending on the interpretation of the verbal and post-verbal component. To illustrate, the sentence Pingzi piaoguo shitou pangbian can be interpreted as either The bottle floated [Motion and Manner] past [Path] the rock (p.107) [3] or The bottle floated [Motion and Manner] and passed [Motion and Manner] the rock.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In recent years, motion event encoding has been extensively studied in applied linguistics and L2 learning from the collective perspective of cognition, mind, and language. Existing empirical research on motion event encoding has pointed to cross-linguistic influences on speech and gesture in the following four main domains: (1) L2 English motion event encoding by various L1s, such as Polish [8], Russian [9], and Chinese [10]; (2) learners’ of other L2s beyond English for a greater generalizability, for example, L2 French [11], L2 Spanish [12], and L2 Chinese [13]; (3) L1 typological effect on L2 speech and gesture [14]; (4) L2 typological effect on L1 [15], [16].

In general, bilinguals whose L1 and L2 are satellite-framed and verb-framed, or vice versa, tend to be affected by their L1 more significantly than bilinguals whose L1 and L2 are from the same language type [10], [17]. In other words, the further away a learner’s L1 and L2, the more L1 effects could be observed in L2 motion event narration.

In a study of L1 typological effects, Spring and Horie (2013) found that native English speakers exhibited significantly higher tendency in satellite framing than both Chinese (equipollent-framed) and Japanese (verb-framed) learners [17]. A significant difference was observed between Chinese speakers’ and Japanese speakers’ satellite framing preference. Brown (2015) also found that bilingual Chinese and bilingual Japanese learners of English produced
significantly fewer uses of Manner than monolingual English speakers in speech [10]. However, as the core of a motion event [4], the Path of motion encoding by Chinese and Japanese bilinguals was not reported in this study. In this respect, Brown and Gullberg (2010) discovered that bilingual Japanese learners of English were likely to encode Path more in verbs than in adverbial phrases compared to satellite-framed English speakers [18]. With a main intention of comparing bilinguals with monolingual Japanese speakers in terms of L2 influence on L1, this work focused on holistic expression of Path by Japanese speakers in verbs, rather than on Path encoded with post-verbal satellites between two typologically different L1s.

Being referred to as either satellite-framed or equipollent-framed, Chinese’s typological distance from English is not definite. It is also unclear how Chinese speakers encode Path of motion in post-verbal satellites in L2 English differently from the perspective of language typology and cross-linguistic transfer. The gap in comparative studies between Chinese ESL learners and English speakers as well as the current trend in motion event encoding have given rise to the current study.

III. CURRENT STUDY

A. Rationale

Theoretically, both Talmy’s and Slobin’s frameworks categorized the typology of Chinese differently from English (i.e., satellite-framed and equipollent-framed, respectively). Comparing Chinese speakers’ motion event encoding in L2 English with that of native speakers could reveal L1 influence and cross-linguistic transfer in Chinese learners’ performance. In addition, although some Chinese historical linguists proposed that Chinese was under historical transition from a verb-framed language to a satellite-framed language [19], [20], the comparison between Chinese bilingual and native speakers’ data on motion event encoding may shed some light on typological distance between Chinese and English since there is not a unanimous conclusion on the typology of Chinese.

Methodologically, as more evidence is being accumulated from a wide range of L1s, research has also occasionally provided contradictory findings that might cloud the generalization of cross-linguistic influences and its application to L2 learning [8], [9]. In terms of the data type, previous research has been focusing on L2 learners’ speech (and gesture) [10], [14], leaving writing samples less discussed. Writing data may reveal learners’ underlying competence that simultaneous speech cannot provide [21]. In particular, writing samples offer another platform to evaluate learners’ underlying competence over instantaneous performance in speech, which could potentially lift the threat of ecological validity posed by participants’ anxiety or confusion in lab-administered data collection of simultaneous speech [22].

Pedagogically, among the empirical contributions of motion event encoding research to the field, a few have provided pedagogical implications such as the length of immersion, contextualized teaching, television viewing, and audiovisual materials in L2 classrooms [17], [23]. The numbers of Chinese speaking students rank top in U.S. college classrooms [24], yet little literature has been dedicated to the analysis of their verbal phrase patterns nor to pedagogical implications on their performance in this matter.

Mostly because of aforementioned theoretical, methodological and pedagogical rationale, this study investigated Chinese ESL learners’ L2 English post-motion-verb satellite production in a writing task to expand on the extant literature. Results have the potential to add evidence to the typological discussion of Chinese and suggest on the instruction of English verbal phrases for Chinese learners of English.

B. Research Questions

In this study, motion events refer to voluntary physical movements of a figure through action with change of position or location. By examining post-motion-verb satellite production, as well as motion verbal phrase preference and pattern in a writing task by Chinese speakers, compared to those of native English speakers, this research aims to identify typologically dissimilar L1s’ effects on Chinese learners’ written production when encoding Path through motion event expressions in L2 English. Two research questions (RQ) were addressed: (1) How do Chinese speaking learners of L2 English encode Path of motion, in comparison to native English speakers? (2) What are the prominent features in L1 Chinese learners’ motion event encoding in L2 English?

C. Method

1) Participants

A total of 48 university students participated in this study, including 29 Chinese (11 females, mean age=20.3, SD=1.5) and 19 native English speakers (all female, mean age=21.1, SD=3.1). None of the native English speakers had learned Chinese before.

2) Materials

This study used a storybook Frog, where are you? [25] as a prompt to elicit writing narratives. Previous research on motion event encoding also used the frog story as a prompt [9], [26], [27]. A static picture book like the frog story is appropriate for this study to examine participants’ underlying L2 competence in a writing task because static pictures give participants enough time to comprehend the motion event in scene and finish writing without constant attention to the stimuli and distraction.

Frog, where are you? [25] is a wordless black-and-white picture book containing 24 pictures. It depicts a boy and his dog’s effort and adventure in finding their pet frog that ran away from their house. For the efficiency of collecting elicited writing data on motion events while maintaining the cohesion of the whole story, 10 pictures that fully convey the storyline were used for data collection. Five out of the 10 pictures (No. 2, 5, 6, 7, 9) include salient motion of the characters, while the other five pictures (No. 1, 3, 4, 8, 10) mainly depict static scenes or transition of settings.

was also used to gauge Chinese ESL learners’ expressive grammar knowledge and general English proficiency. (The subtest was originally designed as an oral measure to assess syntactic skills, but the modified version of the test was used as a written test.) In this test, the participants were given three to seven randomly ordered words on the projector and asked to formulate a feasible sentence using only the words provided.

3) Procedure

Data were collected during an in-class administration of a paper and pencil test for an exchange of extra credit at a Midwest university in the U.S. The participants were given two minutes to write what they saw in each picture of the story. Next, the TOLD test was administered for Chinese participants with each of the sentence formulation items projected one at a time.

4) Coding scheme

Collected writing data were logged in verbatim into a learner corpus. Adopting Pavlenko and Volynsky’s (2015) definition of “voluntary” motion verbs as “figure changing position or location” in this material (p. 40) [9], a coding scheme was created for data analysis. Examples of motion verbal phrases with satellites included wake up, run away, run towards, fall down, look for, and search for. Phrases such as look at, shout for, find out were considered non-motion phrases; thus excluded for analysis in this study. In addition, since particles, prepositions and adverbs could function as post-motion-verbal satellites, compared with native speakers who showed unanimous and clear encoding of Path as well as diverse use of Manner verbs.

In picture 6, an owl flies out of the tree hole and startles the boy out of the tree, and the dog is chased by the bees. In the description of this scene, native speakers diversely used running away or sprinting away to describe the scene where the dog was chased by the bees, whereas Chinese speakers wrote: The dog run immediately; and The dog is running fast to avoid the bees. In these examples, Chinese learners preferred single verb run for the motion and avoided post-verbal preposition encoded with Path or encoded Path in a separate clause at the end of the sentence: to avoid the bees.

In picture 7, a deer chases the boy and dog and they fall off a cliff. While native speakers used fall off the cliff, whereas Chinese speakers dropped the Path to be represented by prepositions. In these examples, Chinese learners preferred preposition off the cliff to describe the scene where the dog was chased by the bees, whereas Chinese speakers wrote: The branches are twisted with each other and the dog being chased, typical examples such as They dropped from the tree; They fall from the mountain; *He fall down [off] cliff were repeated identified as more tokens of underuse and misuse. In these examples, Chinese learners preferred to encode Path of motion fall off into the main verb. Beside underuse, evidence of misuse was also identified, for example: The branches are twisted with each other and *The boy is spreading [out] his arms. In both examples, learners dropped the Path to be represented by prepositions.

In picture 9, the boy and dog lean over a lying tree trunk to look for the frog, after being chased (picture 7) and fall into a pond (picture 8). More fine-grained verbs followed
Despite overall quantitative results and qualitative analyses, the tree hole for his missing frog, while the dog shakes without a post-verbal satellite production. In picture 2, the frog is trying to sneak out of the jar while the boy and his dog are sleeping in bed. In picture 5, the boy climbs on a tree and looks into the jar empty the next morning. An examination on the writing scene where the boy and the dog found the frog gone and the jar empty the previous picture as a result of the boy being awake instead of a verbal phrase wake up, as more frequently used by Chinese ESL learners. Confusion in word class (i.e., part of speech) was also identified in Chinese speakers’ writings: *Suddenly, frog attempts to escape to outside*; *So they go to outside in order to shout*. In these instances, learners confused post-verbal adverb outside with a noun. In Chinese, an adverb (e.g., outside) can function as a noun at the beginning of a sentence; hence, it was natural for a Chinese speaker to produce a sentence like *He goes to outside as the same structure as He goes to school*. Moreover, English prepositions such as down can function as a directional complement after the main verb in Chinese and can be considered a verb if the main Manner verb is omitted. For example, Chinese sentence Ta [zou] xia shan chifan would be problematic in English: *He [walks] down the mountain for food*. Hence, due to L1 influence, Chinese learners could confuse these adverbs with nouns or verbs in verbs phrases.

In addition to underuse, misuse, and confusion, Chinese speakers also avoided phrasal verbs and took advantage of semantically equivalent verbs that do not require a post-verbal preposition in lexicalization. For example, they replaced look for with find, as repeatedly identified in Picture 5: *The boy and his dog started to find [look for] the frog*. Although semantically similar, verbal phrase look for indicates the process whereas verb find indicates the result. This replacement not only showed Chinese learners’ lack of mastery in English phrasal verbs, but also reflected L1 influence: In Chinese, both the notions of process and result are mapped onto the same lexicon zhao3.

Picture 3 needed some explanation because it seemed that Chinese learners produced more satellites on average than native speakers (Fig. 1), although it was considered a static scene where the boy and the dog found the frog gone and the jar empty the next morning. An examination on the writing data revealed that Chinese speakers repeated the action of frog running away in the previous picture as a result of the empty jar in picture 3. In addition, native speakers tended to describe the status of the boy being awake instead of a verbal phrase wake up, as more frequently used by Chinese speakers.

C. Pedagogical Implications

Several pedagogical implications can be drawn from the results of this study. First, L2 English instructional practice in motion event construal is of great importance for learners to fully grapple with phrasal verbs in the English lexicalization system. This goal can be achieved by story-telling activities with unanimated stimuli, considering that animated materials have the concern of eye fixation, concentration, as well as equipment requirement in the classroom settings. Secondly, concerning Chinese ESL learners’ errors in satellite framing, it is important to bear in mind the distinction of word class among prepositions, particles, and adverbs, especially to Chinese learners whose L1 lacks these post-verbal elements for verbal phrases and has words from these word classes without a clear boundary. As adult learners have already developed the complete linguistic system of their L1 and cognitive learning ability, such linguistic notions would not be an abstract burden but rather would be helpful for college level ESL learners’ L2 syntactic structure building.

D. Limitations and Future Directions

Future research directions were emerged from this study. Although non-motion verbal phrases were not the focus of...
current study, tokens of underuse and misuse of non-motion phrasal verbs were identified and needed further exploration because of the overall complication of prepositional verb lexicalization system in English.

In addition, although the results found that overall, Chinese learners encoded Path of motion events significantly less than native speakers, picture-by-picture comparison did not fully support to the holistic result. In two out of five motion salient pictures, Chinese learners’ post-verbal satellite production was not significantly different from that of native speakers. Therefore, a closer look at more empirical evidence between the two groups is warranted before drawing a conclusion on the typological difference between Chinese and English. One way to do it is to add another L1 group of verb-framed language, such as Korean or Japanese. Inclusion of verb-framed L1 ESL learners would put three L1s in parallel to depict a clearer picture of typological scale, thus allows the possibility to posit Chinese somewhere in the middle of the spectrum for comparison.

VI. CONCLUSION

This study examined L1 typological and cross-linguistic influence on the encoding of Path in L2 English motion events by comparing Chinese ESL learners and native English speakers’ writing data. The results found that overall, Chinese learners encoded Path of motion events significantly less than native speakers. However, picture-by-picture comparison revealed that typological difference between the two languages may be obscure. In addition to quantitative results, qualitative analyses revealed three pivotal features in Chinese learners’ writing: underuse, misuse and confusion. This study provided more evidence on previous research and added to the body of motion event encoding research with a focus of Path using static stimuli to elicit writing data. Lastly, instructional implications were provided based on the discussion on Chinese learners’ motion event encoding patterns.
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